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Charged-particle acceleration and energy loss in laser-produced plasmas
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Spectral measurements have been made of charged fusion products produced in deuterium
1 helium-3 filled targets irradiated by the OMEGA laser system@T. R. Boehly et al., Opt.
Commun.133, 495 ~1997!#. Comparing the energy shifts of four particle types has allowed two
distinct physical processes to be probed: Electrostatic acceleration in the low-density corona and
energy loss in the high-density target. When the fusion burn occurred during the laser pulse, particle
energy shifts were dominated by acceleration effects. Using a simple model for the accelerating field
region, the time history of the target electrostatic potential was found and shown to decay to zero
soon after laser irradiation was complete. When the fusion burn occurred after the pulse, particle
energy shifts were dominated by energy losses in the target, allowing fundamental charged-particle
stopping-power predictions to be tested. The results provide the first experimental verification of the
general form of stopping power theories over a wide velocity range. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-664X~00!03012-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The direct-drive approach to inertial-confinement fusi
~ICF! involves the laser-driven implosion of spherical targ
to achieve large increases in temperature and density. U
these conditions, copious thermonuclear fusion reactions
occur: the University of Rochester’s OMEGA laser syste1

has attained neutron yields of;1014 in deuterium-tritium
~DT! targets and;1012 in deuterium (D2) targets.2 Such
high yields allow high-resolution spectroscopy of t
charged fusion products. These particles, produced inside
fuel region, must pass through the fuel and shell plasma
well as the corona where strong electric fields may exist.
a result, the energy spectrum of charged fusion products
reflect the physics of slowing down in high-density plasm
as well as the behavior of electrostatic fields in the tar
corona. Since the number density of fusion products pas
through the target and corona is generally much smaller t
typical plasma number densities, fusion products can
treated as test particles which do not perturb the surroun
plasma conditions. This greatly simplifies the interpretat
of their spectra.

Strong electric fields are created when hot electro
generated by laser-plasma instabilities in the corona, es
into the surrounding vacuum. Maintaining quasi-neutral
electric fields are setup which accelerate plasma ions to
prathermal velocities.3,4 Extensive literature exists on mea

a!Present address: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore,
94550; electronic address: hicks13@llnl.gov

b!Visiting Senior Scientist at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, Univer
of Rochester.
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surements of such fast ions.5,6 The related acceleration o
fusion products~DT alphas and DD protons! from ICF tar-
gets was observed previously7,8 in studies that used lase
wavelengths of 1.05mm and intensities.531015 W/cm2.
By measuring the energy shifts of DT alphas produced
different times and using extensive inputs from code simu
tions, these studies inferred the decay rate of the target e
trostatic potential. In our experiments the availability of mu
tiple particle types with different velocities, in addition t
multiple shots with different fusion burn histories, allows th
time evolution of the target potential to be mapped out w
minimal a priori assumptions about conditions in the plasm

While particles may gain energy in the low-density c
rona, they can lose energy during passage through the h
density target plasma. The fundamental physics of part
energy loss in a plasma is of vital importance to ICF.
particular, for ignition in an ICF capsule, theoretical pred
tions indicate that areal densities (rR) exceeding 300
mg/cm2 are required to stop 3.5 MeV alphas in DT fuel
;10 keV.9 Also, a number of charged-particlerR diagnos-
tics rely on stopping power calculations in order to interp
the measured particle energy shifts.10–12 Although there is
general agreement among different theoretical formulati
for stopping powers in plasmas,13–15 there have only been a
few attempts to verify these predictions.16–19 In addition,
previous measurements were compromised by the uncer
ties of either partially ionized plasmas16,17 ~in which the
charge state of the background plasma was not known
cisely! or unknown charge states of the incident particle18,19

~usually a heavy ion!. In the experimental stopping powe
tests described in this paper, both these uncertainties
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5107Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Charged-particle acceleration and energy loss
eliminated by using light ions in conditions typical of e
ploding pusher targets where the shell and fuel are es
tially fully ionized. Using simultaneous measurements
four different fusion products which have velocities abo
and below thermal electron velocities, these measurem
provide the first experimental verification of the general fo
of stopping power predictions over a wide velocity range

In these studies, two types of laser conditions were u
to irradiate thin, glass-shell targets. The first used a 1.0
high-energy~27 kJ! pulse in which the fusion burn occurre
during the pulse. In this case the energy shifts were do
nated by electrostatic acceleration. Most of the analysis
this paper will be devoted to discussing how the measu
energy shifts for the various particles can be interpreted
terms of a time-decaying potential. The second used a 0.4
low-energy~8 kJ! laser pulse where the fusion products we
produced when the electric fields had essentially deca
away. The measured downshifts of the fusion products w
then dominated by slowing down in the target.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were performed on the OMEGA la
system at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University
Rochester. OMEGA is a 60-beam, neodymium-doped ph
phate glass laser capable of delivering 30 kJ of frequen
tripled, 0.35 mm light.1 Irradiation uniformity is accom-
plished using distributed phase plates and 2D~two
dimension! smoothing by spectral dispersion with a ban
width of 0.2 THz.20 Including the effects of beam-to-bea
energy variations, the estimated illumination uniformity f
60 overlapping beams was;5% – 10%. Two types of lase
pulse were used in these studies: A 0.4 ns full-width at h
maximum~FWHM! pulse with a total energy of;8 kJ, and
a 1 ns flat top pulse with a total energy of;27 kJ. The
average, on-target laser intensity was 731014 W/cm2 and 1
31015 W/cm2 for the short and long pulses, respective
Examples of these two pulse shapes are shown in Fig. 1

FIG. 1. Characteristic shapes for laser pulses. The dotted line shows th
ns pulse with 8 kJ total energy; the solid line shows the 1.0 ns pulse wit
kJ of total energy.
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Targets were 900–950mm diameter glass microballoon
with wall thicknesses ranging from 2.3 to 3.0mm. They were
filled with a mixture of 5 atm D2 and 10 atm of3He ~where
fill pressures are given at 300 K! to give a 1:1 atomic ratio of
D:3He fuel.

The protons and tritons from the D1D reaction as well
as the protons and alphas from the D13He reaction were
used in this study. These reactions and the nominal energ
their products are shown below:

D1D→T~1.01 MeV!1p~3.02 MeV!, ~1!

D13He→a~3.67 MeV!1p~14.68 MeV!. ~2!

Spectra were observed using a charged-part
spectrometer21 consisting of a 7.6 kG permanent magn
with CR-39 nuclear track-etch detectors. The instrument
an energy range of 0.1–40 MeV and can measure fus
product yields between 107 and 1014. Yields up to 1016 can
be measured for fast ions at energies,1 MeV. A variable
collimator size assists in achieving this high dynamic ran
Different particle species with the same gyroradius prod
different size tracks and can thus be easily discriminated.
example, protons at 3 MeV, tritons at 1 MeV, and alphas
3 MeV all have the same gyroradius but the alphas record
largest tracks, and the protons the smallest.22 With the high-
fusion yields attained in these experiments (1010 to 1011), the
energy measurement uncertainties were dominated by
tematic rather than statistical errors. The energy calibra
was established by using the measured magnetic fields
particle tracking code whose predictions have been veri
at the 3 and 14.7 MeV proton position using different
ranging filters. A rapid, automated scanning system was
veloped which can readily count 106 tracks per shot, al-
though typically only 103 to 104 are required for accurate
spectra.

Simultaneous measurements can be made by two sim
spectrometers positioned 101° apart, one outside
OMEGA chamber at 235 cm from the target~CPS-1!, the
other inside at 100 cm~CPS-2!. For many purposes, thes
two instruments allow measurement symmetries to be
sessed. For these studies, where highly accurate, sim
neous measurements of four spectral lines were requi
there was a reasonable probability that part of the spect
could land in the dead space between detectors, potent
compromising the energy measurement.23 For this reason,
the presence of two spectrometers~each with a very slightly
different field configuration and thus energy calibration! usu-
ally allowed at least one instrument to record all four lin
successfully.

In addition to CPS-1 and CPS-2, some neutron diagn
tics were utilized. DD neutron yields were measured us
indium activation, ion temperatures were derived from ne
tron time-of-flight measurements of the 2.45 MeV DD ne
trons and some peak neutron bang times were measure
ing the neutron temporal diagnostic~NTD!.24

III. MEASUREMENTS

Spectra from a 0.4 ns and a 1 nspulse shot are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. The measured quantities~yield, mean energy,

0.4
7
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5108 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Hicks et al.
line width! are determined from values given by the best
Gaussian. A summary of the shot parameters and meas
ments are shown in Table I.

As mentioned earlier, the number of particles counted
each spectrum (.103) was large enough that statistical e
rors in mean-energy measurements were small in compar
to systematic uncertainties in the energy calibration. B
estimates indicate that systematic errors are;60 keV for 3

FIG. 2. DD and D3He particle spectra measured by CPS-2 from a shot w
a 1.0 ns pulse width~shot 13 804! clearly showing the energy upshifts
Arrows indicate the nominal birth energy. A sample error bar is shown
each spectrum that gives the statistical uncertainty in one channel.
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MeV protons and 3.7 MeV alphas,;20 keV for 1 MeV
tritons, and;100 keV for 14.7 MeV protons. On a numbe
of shots not shown here, the peak region of one or more
the four spectra was lost in the detector dead space and
mean energy could not be determined with sufficient ac
racy. Results shown in Table I are only those for which
four spectral lines could be observed on one instrumen
the other. The spectra shown in Figs. 2 and 3 also con

n

FIG. 3. DD and D3He particle spectra measured by CPS-1 from a shot w
a 0.4 ns pulse width~shot 16 176! clearly showing the energy downshifts
Arrows indicate the nominal birth energy. A sample error bar is shown
each spectrum that gives the statistical uncertainty in one channel.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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5109Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Charged-particle acceleration and energy loss
minor gaps; however, the losses were small enough that
did not compromise the measurements.

Individual lines measured accurately on both spectro
eters showed that the difference in mean energy meas
ments between the two instruments was generally accou
for by experimental errors. This indicated that no detecta
asymmetry in the mean particle energies was present on
thin-shell glass targets used in these studies.

The yield measurements indicate that fusion produ
from the same reaction~DD tritons and protons, or D3He
alphas and protons! have measured yields that can diff
from each other by as much as 50%, even though typ
statistical uncertainties are,3%. These nonstatistical fluc
tuations, which are believed to be due to asymmetric part
fluxes, are typical of charged-particle yield measurements
OMEGA and have been noted in previous work.22 Since the
studies described here do not require absolute yield val
these asymmetries will not affect the results.

The line widths quoted in Table I have the instrume
broadening, caused by the finite collimator width, remov
This effect is negligible for all but the D3He proton line
where the instrument broadening is;20%. Although most
line shapes were closely approximated by a Gaussian,
DD triton spectra of Fig. 2 had noticeable non-Gaussian f
tures. These features, which generally appear only in
triton spectra, are not understood at present, though
could be associated with the fast proton spectra with ener
up to;0.8 MeV that are observed on these shots. The trit
~unlike the other higher-velocity fusion products! have ve-
locities comparable to these protons. Limited fast pro
spectra were recorded on these specific shots but a ge

TABLE I. Summary of results for shots where the four relevant DD a
D3He particles were measured. The yield, mean energy (E), and standard
deviation (s) of the spectral lines were determined using a best-fit Gau
ian. Available maximum fast proton energies are noted for completene

Shot no. 13786 13804 13825 16176

Laser energy~kJ! 28.4 27.7 26.8 8.4
Pulse width~ns! 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4
Target diameter (mm! 903.6 903.4 921.0 925.0
Shell thickness (mm! 2.3 2.7 3.0 2.5
Bang timea ~ns! 0.81 0.92 1.00 0.82
Ion temp.~keV! 12.0 13.2 11.6 9.4
DD neutron yield 2.96E10 4.18E10 5.15E10 2.04E1
CPS 1 2 2 1
Yield ~DD-t! 2.99E10 2.86E10 5.52E10 1.66E1
Yield ~DD-p! 3.73E10 3.39E10 3.50E10 2.24E1
Yield (D 3He-a) 5.30E10 4.87E10 3.93E10 1.14E1
Yield (D 3He-p! 3.49E10 5.28E10 4.92E10 1.35E1
E~DD-t! ~MeV! 1.47 1.19 1.04 0.96
E~DD-p! 3.54 3.40 3.29 2.84
E(D 3He-a) 4.69 4.27 3.88 3.19
E(D3 He-p! 15.2 15.3 15.1 14.6
s~DD-t! ~MeV! 0.161 0.116 0.129 0.101
s~DD-p! 0.154 0.145 0.135 0.133
s(D3 He-a) 0.287 0.336 0.330 0.245
s(D3 He-p! 0.26 0.31 0.29 0.27
FastEmax ~MeV! n/a 0.85 0.76 0.43

aBang times for the 1 ns shots were calculated; for the 0.4 ns shot it
measured. When both calculated and measured bang times are ava
they are generally in good agreement.
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description of fast proton measurements on OMEGA
given elsewhere.25

On many shots similar to those listed in Table I, ba
times recorded using the NTD were in excellent agreem
with those from the 1D~one-dimensional! hydrodynamics
code LILAC.26 For the particular 1.0 ns shots where go
charged-particle spectra were obtained, the NTD was
available and no data were recorded. The bang times liste
Table I for the 1.0 ns shots were, therefore, determined fr
simulations, while that for the 0.4 ns shot was measured
the NTD. Bang times are given with respect to the start
the laser pulse, on the time scale given in Fig. 1. In
following analysis, these are the only results utilized th
were derived from simulations.

IV. ANALYSIS

Before proceeding with the study of energy shifts, it
necessary to consider the effect of finite temperature cor
tions to particle birth energies. For fuel ion temperatures
order 10 keV, corrections to the zero temperature val
shown in Eqs.~1! and ~2! are of the same order as instru
mental errors and thus need to be included. Figure 4 sh
these corrections for the particle types and reactions as
termined using the formulation of Brysk.27

With these corrections, the calculated energy shifts,DE
are shown in Fig. 5. Results show that using the 1.0 ns pu
DE>0 whereas using the 0.4 ns pulse,DE,0. This clearly
indicates that with the longer pulses acceleration is domin
while with the shorter pulse energy losses are dominant.

A. Electrostatic acceleration

The electrostatic acceleration of ions in laser-produc
plasmas is generally caused by hot electrons escaping
the surface of the irradiated material and producing stro

s-
.

as
ble,

FIG. 4. Finite temperature corrections to the energies of fusion produc
found using the formulation of Brysk~Ref. 27!. The particle types shown
are: DD tritons~solid!, D3He alphas~dotted!, DD protons~dashed!, and
D3He protons~dot–dashed!. Although small compared to the total particl
energy, at fuel ion temperatures of;10 keV these corrections are of th
same order as instrument uncertainties and need to be added to the no
energies shown in Eqs.~1! and ~2!.
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electric fields.3,4 In a spherical implosion, creation of thes
fields in the corona cause the inside of the capsule to acq
a positive potential with respect to the outside. Fusion pr
ucts produced near the target center thus gain energy w
they emerge from the capsule. In these experiments, the
served upshifts indicate that the targets have potentials u
about 0.5 MV when the fusion burn occurs. This high pote
tial is unexpected given the laser intensities of;1015 W/cm2

and wavelength of 0.35mm used on OMEGA and the origin
of such a high potential is still unclear.25 The following dis-
cussion is intended to use the energy shifts of different p
ticles to measure the time history of the electrostatic pot
tial. In the future, this result may provide some clues as
why such high potentials exist in the first place.

To study the electrostatic acceleration of fusion pro
ucts, we consider data from the 1.0 ns pulse shots and
DE/Z versusE/A in Fig. 6, whereDE is the net energy shift
E is the birth energy,Z is the charge number, andA is the
mass number of each of the particle types. Two trends
apparent. Firstly, for a given particle type, smaller upsh
are generally found on shots with later bang times. S
behavior was observed before using DT alphas and attrib
to an electrostatic potential decaying with time.8 Secondly,
on any given shot, slower particles have upshifts that
generally less than~or at most similar to! those for faster
particles. The following analysis will show that this behavi
can also be interpreted in terms of a time-decaying elec
static potential as long as the electric field region is loca
far enough from target center to introduce the necess
time-of-flight differences among particles of different veloc
ties. Slower particles reach the decaying fields at later tim
than the faster ones and experience less acceleration. Us
simple model to describe the field region, these data al

FIG. 5. Energy shifts for the four particle types measured on the four
ferent shots shown in Table I. Shots with 1.0 ns pulse widths are shown
open circles~shot 13 786!, filled circles ~shot 13 804! and solid triangles
~shot 13 825!. Shot 16 176, with the 0.4 ns pulse width, is shown w
diamonds. Throughout this paper, these same plot symbols will be use
identify the same shots. Note that, on all 1.0 ns shots, the shifts were
tive, whereas on the 0.4 ns shot, shifts were negative.
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the time history of the electrostatic potential to be det
mined.

In this analysis, the electrostatic potential and its var
tion with time is assumed to be the same for all three sh
Justification for this comes from examining the laser a
target parameters for the three 1.0 ns pulse shots. The da
Table I show that the rms~root-mean-square! laser energy
difference among the shots is 2.9% which is small compa
to the shell thickness and bang time rms differences
13.2% and 10.4%, respectively. Assuming that it is the la
conditions which are primarily responsible for determini
the time history of the potential, similar laser conditio
mean that different energy shifts can be attributed to partic
sampling the potential at different times~and, to a much
lesser extent, variations in energy losses in the target!, rather
than the potential changing from shot to shot.

In order to interpret the data a simple model will b
utilized to allow the energy shift,DE, to be related to the
initial particle velocity,v, and bang time,tb . With suitable
approximations, these experimentally measured values
be related through the electrostatic potential,f(t), and some
free model parameters. An optimization procedure will
used to determine these free parameters, and hencef(t),
taking into account energy losses due to slowing down in
target.

The model used in this analysis assumes that the ele
fields are restricted to a region of finite width,d, located
some distance,D(t), away from target center and movin
with fixed velocity, vD . Physically this describes how th
fields are confined to the corona region outside the target
are expanding with a velocity characteristic of the fast io
The subsequent analysis will show that the inferred veloc
is more likely to be that of the heavier fast ions rather th
the fast protons. The potential distribution,f(r ,t), of this
model is shown schematically in Fig. 7. For 0<r<D(t)

f-
th

to
si-

FIG. 6. The measured energy upshifts for the four different particle type
the three shots with 1 ns pulses. The upshifts~normalized toZ! increase for
higher velocity particles and are greater for shots with earlier bang tim
Shots with bang times at 0.81, 0.92, and 1.00 ns are represented by the
circles, filled circles, and triangles, respectively. These symbols corresp
to the same shots as in Fig. 5.
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5111Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Charged-particle acceleration and energy loss
2d/2, where r is the distance from target center,f(r ,t)
5f(t) and is constant in space~though decaying in time!;
for r>D(t)1d/2 the potential is zero. The change in pote
tial, which occurs over the widthd centered atr 5D(t), is,
for simplicity, taken to decrease linearly withr. In the dis-
cussion below, we will refer to this field region as
‘‘sheath,’’ although this is not required to be the same a
Debye sheath.

It can be shown~see Appendix A! that particle energy
shifts are generally insensitive to the value ofd. In light of
this, it is convenient to setd to zero to simplify the analysis
This allows the energy shifts to be expressed simply in te
of the electrostatic potential:

DEi

eZi
5

v i

v i2vD

f~ tD
i !, ~3!

where the superscripti refers to a particular spectral lin
measurement andtD

i is the time when particles of typei
reach the sheath center,D(t). If the sheath position is given
by D(t)5D01vD(t2t0), wheret0 is an arbitrary time taken
to be 1 ns in this analysis, and the particle position is giv
by r i5v i(t2tb

i ), thentD
i 5(D01v i tb

i 2vDt0)/(v i2vD).
Equation~3! thus allowsf(t) to be determined at vari

ous timestD
i as long as the free parametersD0 and vD are

specified. To illustrate how these free parameters can be
timated using the data at hand, Fig. 8 showsf(t) for a few
values of D0 when vD50. It is apparent that only when
D0.1 mm do the data from all shots align to give a co
tinuously decaying potential. This optimalD0 will change
for other values ofvD . More generally, by varying both
parameters, the optimal value ofD0 and vD can be deter-
mined.

This optimization procedure requires a figure-of-merit
be defined which quantifies the degree of ‘‘alignment’’ of t
data. One such quantity is the goodness-of-fit parameter,x2,
calculated for the best fit of a function to the data. Withoua
priori knowledge of the form off(t), it is reasonable to

FIG. 7. Schematic of model for electrostatic potential as a function of
sition. The potential at target center isf(t) and decays as a function of time
The field region is centered at a positionD(t) away from target center, ha
a width d, and moves with a velocityvD .
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approximate this function by the first few terms in a Tayl
expansion. In this analysisf(t) will be approximated by a
second-order polynomial. The calculatedx2 for a range of
D0 values withvD50 is plotted in Fig. 9 and shows thatx2

has a well-defined, global minimum close toD051 mm.
To complete this optimization procedure, the effects

particle slowing down in the target need to be consider
although energy losses in these thin-glass targets are
pected to be small compared to the measured upshifts. W
some assumptions, the unknown energy losses can be
duced to one additional free parameter which may be o
mized along withD0 andvD . In the general case, unknow
energy losses in the three different targets with different s
thicknesses would introduce six new unknowns—areal d
sity (rR) and temperature (T) for all three targets. To sim-
plify this, all shots are assumed to have a temperature of
keV ~based on the inferred temperature found in the n
section!. rR’s for the 2.3, 2.7, and 3.0mm thick shells are
assumed to be 0,rRmax/2, and rRmax, respectively. Final
results are not sensitively dependent upon the value ofT, the
ratios of the differentrR’s, or on whetherrR50 for the
thinnest-shell target. These crude assumptions are reaso
because the energy losses in these targets represent o
small correction to the total inferred upshifts. Using the
values ofrR andT, energy losses can be estimated with t
stopping formula shown in the next section@Eq. ~4!#.

With these simplifications, the optimization procedu
becomes one of finding the global minimum inx2 by varying
3 parameters:D0 , vD , and rRmax. Calculatingx2 for a
range of input parameters shows that a well-defined, glo
minimum exists atD052.1 mm, vD53.7 mm/ns, and
rRmax52.3 mg/cm2. Contour plots showing the variations o
x2 in three slices through this minimum are shown in F
10. Each successive contour moving outwards from the m
mum corresponds toDx2511. At its minimum, the reduced
x2 is 1.0—as required for a successful fit.

It is interesting to examine the physical significance
the inferred sheath velocity. This velocity of 3.7 mm/ns, co
responds to an energy of;70 keV/nucleon. This is consid
erably below the speed of the highest energy fast proto
(;800 keV/nucleon! and makes it likely that this velocity is
related to that of the heavier fast ions~such as Si and O!.
Future studies might investigate whether different shell m
terials affect this inferred velocity. Interestingly, previou
numerical studies have shown that the strongest elec
fields in an expanding plasma exist in a very narrow she
centered on the leading edge of an expanding fast
species.28,29 The inferred velocity of vD53.73108cm/s
would then be the velocity of the fastest heavy ions who
leading edge is located atD052.1 mm att051.0 ns. The
maximum energy of the heavy ions could be determined
the future using this spectrometer which has made some
liminary measurements of such particles.

The inferred electrostatic potential, determined by t
solution atxmin

2 , is given byf(t)51.621.6t10.4t2, where
f(t) is in MV and t in ns. The result is shown in Fig. 11. A

-
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FIG. 8. The inferredf(t) if the sheath center is fixed at a variety of distances,D0 , from target center. In these figures both the sheath velocity,vD , and
energy losses in the target are set to zero. Note how the data align themselves whenD0.1 mm. Plot symbols are as in Fig. 6. WithvD50, the data points
from shot 13 786~open circles! give a potential roughly constant in time; however, with a nonzerovD , as in Fig. 11, these points give a decaying potent
Downloaded 22 Oct 2001 to 198.125.178.39. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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described earlier, the analytic form of this potential sho
be regarded as the first three terms in a Taylor expansio
f(t). For this reason, the result should not be expected to
valid outside the time interval covered by the data.

FIG. 9. The variation of the goodness-of-fit parameter,x2, with D0 for a
quadratic fit tof(t) assumingvD50 and no energy losses in the target. A
might be expected from Fig. 8,x2 has a minimum close toD051 mm. At
this minimum, the reducedx2 is 1.9.

FIG. 10. Contour plots ofx2 showing the variation with the three param
eters,D0 , VD , andrRmax. All three contour slices intersect at the glob
minimum of x256.2 indicated by the crosses. Each successive con
moving outwards from the minimumx2 corresponds to an increment inx2

of 11.
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It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the potential has drop
to ,0.1 MV at 1.4 ns, which corresponds to the end of t
laser pulse~see Fig. 1!. This is important for the study o
fusion product energy shifts on thick-shell implosions, whe
the bang time occurs at.1.5 ns.12 For such experiments, i
appears valid to assume that all measured energy shifts
be attributed to losses in the target.

The decay of the potential could be the result of a nu
ber of factors, including the expansion of fast ions and s
sequent decrease of electric fields, cessation of hot elec
production, the cooling of hot electrons due to expansion
the presence of neutralizing currents from the stalk that ho
the target. In the above analysis, only a generic model of
accelerating field region has been used, without anya priori
assumptions about the hot electron temperature, density
dient, or other plasma parameters. Further analysis will
able to determine how this measured potential can be rel
to such plasma parameters, and may be able to asce
which of the mechanisms described above play signific
roles in discharging the target potential.

B. Stopping power of charged particles in plasmas

In this section, charged-particle stopping powers will
examined using energy shifts measured on the shorter p
0.4 ns shot. From Fig. 5 it is clear that the spectral dow
shifts observed on this shot are in marked contrast to
upshifts observed when the longer, 1 ns pulses were u
Assuming that spectral shifts due to acceleration are ne
gible compared to those due to energy losses, it will
shown that the measured shifts can be understood b
purely on the effects of charged-particle slowing down in t
target. This confirms that the assumption of negligible acc
eration is indeed a reasonable one.

The slowing down of charged particles in a plasma
strongly dependent upon the velocity of the incident, or te
particles. Depending on the relative magnitude of the t

r

FIG. 11. The potential,f(t), which gives the best fit to all the data i
f(t)51.621.6t10.4t2. This corresponds toD052.1 mm,vD53.7 mm/ns,
andrRmax52.3 mg/cm2.
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particle velocity,v t , and the thermal velocity of the back
ground electrons,v th , the plasma can be described
‘‘cold’’ ( v t@v th), ‘‘warm’’ ( v t;v th), or ‘‘hot’’ ( v t!v th).
Theoretical predictions of charged-particle stopping pow
show general agreement for cold plasmas but small dif
ences for warm and hot plasmas.13–15These theories all pre
dict the same fundamental velocity dependence: stopp
powers should reach a maximum whenv t.v th . Experimen-
tal tests of these theories have been confined mostly to
plasmas.16,17A few studies have been done in warm plasm
though these measurements were compromised by unce
ties in the charge state of the incident heavy ions.18 In the
experiments described in this paper, the four different fus
products have velocities which are both greater and less
typical electron thermal velocities~corresponding to tem
peratures of a few keV!, allowing the three plasma regime
from hot to cold, to be probed on a single shot. These m
surements confirm for the first time the presence of the p
in stopping power when test particle and thermal elect
velocities are similar.

The general form for the charged-particle energy loss
unit distance, dE/dx, in fully ionized plasmas may be give
by13–15

2
1

Z2

dE

dx
5S vpe

v t
D 2FGS v t

2

v th
2 D ln L1HS v t

v th
D G , ~4!

where vp5(4pnee
2/me)

1/2 is the electron plasma fre
quency,Z is the projectile charge number,v t is the velocity
of the incident particle,v th5(2T/me)

1/2is the thermal veloc-
ity of the plasma electrons, and lnL is the Coulomb
logarithm;30 ne , e, andme are the electron density, charg
and mass respectively. For compatibility with previous tre
ments, Gaussian units have been used.G(x)5erf(x1/2)
22(x/p)1/2e2x is the Chandrasekhar function~where the
large-angle scattering terms are small and can
neglected31!. This function peaks atx.1, and explains why
the stopping power reaches a maximum whenv t.v th . The
small differences that arise among various stopping mo
come from the form ofH(v t /v th) and generally only occu
wherev t,v th . The formulation given above is for stoppin
by plasma electrons; a similar formulation gives the stopp
by plasma ions, which, for conditions of interest here,
,10% of stopping by electrons.

From Eq.~4! it can be seen that for particles of differe
charge number,Z, and mass number,A, ranging through the
same plasma conditions, the energy loss normalized toZ2 is
a function almost exclusively of the particle velocity,v t .
Any explicit dependence onA is small and confined to the
slowly varying Coulomb logarithm. Consequently, a use
way to compare the energy loss of particles with differe
energies, charge, and mass that pass through the same
rial is to plot 2DE/Z2 versusE/A ~proportional tov t

2),
whereE is the particle birth energy. In this fashion, the da
from the 0.4 ns shot are shown in Fig. 12.

To test how well these measured shifts are described
stopping power theories, Eq.~4! is integrated over an as
sumed areal density,rR, and fit to the data usingrR andT
as free parameters. The best fit is found forrR54.5 mg/cm2
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and 52.8 keV ~errors in these values will be discussed b
low!. The result is shown in Fig. 12 and illustrates how t
data do indeed confirm the general form of the stopp
power curves spanning the velocity range fromv t!v th to
v t@v th . The resulting peak in stopping power whenv t

.v th is evident in the data.
A few important assumptions were required in order

calculate the curves in Fig. 12. Firstly, the calculations
sumed that energy losses occurred in a fully ionized plas
For T.1 keV, Saha equilibrium predicts that the avera

charge of an SiO2 plasma is Z̄.9.5 indicating that the
plasma is, to good approximation, fully ionized. Second
the ion number density was assumed to be 1022 /cm3. Its
precise value is not critical since for a given value ofrR it
influences the stopping power only through the slowly va
ing Coulomb logarithm. Thirdly, the inferredrR and T are
determined assuming that all energy losses occur in the g
shell. Only small corrections to the inferred totalrR arise if
some losses also occur in the fuel.

Having shown that fusion product energy shifts in th
type of experiment are well-described by stopping pow
theories, it is worthwhile examining how accurately such e
ergy shift measurements determine the value ofrR and T.
To do this, the goodness-of-fit parameter,x2, found by fit-
ting Eq.~4! to the data in Fig. 12, is computed for a range
rR andT values. The results are displayed as a contour p
in Fig. 13 with the position of the minimumx2, used for the
fit in Fig. 12, shown by the cross. Each successive cont
moving outwards from this minimum corresponds toDx2

511. The limits within whichrR andT can be found to a
68% confidence level are given by the extremes of the

FIG. 12. Measured energy losses for the 0.4 ns shot 16 176. The best
the Li and Petrasso~Ref. 15! stopping theory to these data is shown as
solid line and was found to giverR54.5 mg/cm2 andT52.8 keV. Using
these values ofrR andT, the predictions of two other models are shown f
reference: Mehlhorn~Ref. 13! ~dotted line!, and Peter and Meyer-ter-Veh
~Ref. 14! ~dashed line!. In these curves, the slowing down is assumed
occur in a fully ionized plasma. Although electron stopping is dominant,
stopping is also included.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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nermost contour~corresponding tox25xmin
2 11) and illus-

trated by the dotted lines. The inferred areal density a
temperature, with accompanying errors, are thus given
rR54.522.4

15.1 mg/cm2 andT52.821.3
12.5 keV.

The uncertainties inrR andT would be reduced by de
creasing the error in the 14.7 MeV D3He proton line shift
measurement. The high velocity of this particle means t
its energy loss is very insensitive toT and is determined
almost exclusively byrR. An accurate measure of its energ
shift thus directly provides arR measurement. The line
shifts of the other particles would then allow a more prec
estimate ofT. In general, the percentage errors in each of
line shift measurements could be decreased through use
thicker shell target~for which all particles still emerge!. Such
a target would cause greater downshifts in the spectra. S
the systematic errors are independent of the total downs
the percentage errors would be reduced.

Another way to reduce uncertainties in the inferred ar
density and temperature is through the use of additional
sion products. The 9.5 MeV deuteron produced in the1
3He reaction and the 0.8 MeV3He particle produced in the
D1D reaction would provide additional data points in t
warm and hot plasma regimes, respectively. Both these
ticle types have already been observed using this spect
eter.

Incorporating these improvements may provide su
cient constraints on the stopping power curves to differe
ate among the different stopping models.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The use of multiple charged fusion products to probe
conditions in laser-produced plasmas has been shown t
extremely valuable. These particles are test probes w
essentially do not perturb the surrounding plasma. Simu

FIG. 13. Contours ofx2 in rR andT space found by fitting the data in Fig
12 to stopping power predictions. The minimum value of the reducedx2 is
0.9 and is found atrR54.5 mg/cm2 andT52.8 keV ~shown by the cross!.
Each successive contour moving out from this minimum represents a
crement ofDx2511. The dotted lines represent the limits within whichrR
andT are determined to a 68% confidence level.
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neous measurements of fusion products with four differ
velocities produced in spherical implosions has allowed
time history of the target electrostatic potential to be det
mined and the validity of fundamental charged-particle st
ping theories to be tested. Using a 27 kJ, 1 ns flat top pu
to irradiate a thin-glass-shell microballoon, the fusion pro
ucts were generated near the end of the pulse and had en
upshifts of up to;0.5 MeV per unit charge. A simple mode
of the electric field region was used to infer the evolution
the target potential with minimala priori assumptions abou
the plasma conditions and no inputs from simulations. T
potential was found to disappear soon after the laser
turned off. Using a 0.4 ns, 8 kJ laser pulse on a similar tar
where the fusion products were generated after completio
the pulse, particle energy losses were dominated by the
fects of slowing down in the target. Comparing the ener
shifts of these particles has provided the first experime
verification of the velocity dependence of charged-parti
stopping theories. The velocities of the four fusion produ
were both greater and less than typical electron thermal
locities, allowing the expected peak in the stopping powe
be observed. Verification of stopping power theory justifi
the use of energy loss measurements for diagnosing a
density.11,12

In the future, analysis of the acceleration process ne
to account for the production of fast protons. Unlike the f
sion products, fast ions probably cannot be treated as
particles since they almost certainly modify the elect
fields. With energies higher than the upshifts of the fus
products it is likely that these particles are produced early
the pulse when electric fields are greatest. Unifying the p
nomena of fast ion and fusion particle acceleration may
low the entire time history of the target potential to be foun
starting at the beginning of the pulse. This might provi
some clues as to why a potential of order one megavolt ex
on these targets in the first place, and what mechanisms
to its discharge.

The asymmetries in yield measurements of the differ
fusion products were mentioned only briefly in this pap
The source of these asymmetries is still unclear but it
reasonable to suspect that they arise from electric or m
netic fields in the corona. To test this hypothesis, a stu
might examine whether the amplitude of these yield fluct
tions decreases on targets with later bang times.

Improvements in the energy loss measurements wo
be achieved by using shots with thicker shells which prod
greater spectral downshifts, and hence smaller percentag
rors in the shift measurements. In addition, the use of the
MeV deuteron from T13He reactions and the 0.8 MeV3He
particle from D1D reactions, both of which have alread
been measured, would place further constraints on the sh
of the stopping power curves. This would enablerR andT to
be determined with greater accuracy. Importantly, su
added constraints may be able to test which of the differ
stopping models is valid.
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APPENDIX A: DETERMINING THE ELECTROSTATIC
POTENTIAL

The energy shift,DE, of a particle passing through th
sheath shown in Fig. 7 is given by integrating the Lore
equation

DE

eZ
5E

t1

t2
e0~ t !vdt, ~A1!

wheree0(t) is the electric field inside the sheath,v is the
initial velocity of the particle, andt1 and t2 are the times at
which the particle enters and exits the sheath respectively
this model, the electric field is assumed to be const
throughout the sheath, but varying in time. If the change
velocity of the particle is small compared to the initial v
locity, as is the case for all measurements in this experim
the nonlinearities in Eq.~A1! can be removed to give:

DE

eZ
5vE

t1

t2
e0~ t !dt, ~A2!

wherev is the initial velocity of the particle. With this ap
proximation,t2 can be found simply by using the initial ve
locity of the particle to compute directly the transit tim
through the sheath.

For a sheath moving at a constant velocity,D(t)5D0

1vD(t2t0), whereD0 is the position at an arbitrary timet0 ,
which will be taken to be 1 ns. Since the position of a p
ticle, r (t), generated at a timetb and traveling with velocity
v is given by r (t)5v(t2tb), the time, tD , at which the
particle reaches the center of the sheath is given by

tD
i 5

D01v i tb
i 2vDt0

v i2vD

, ~A3!

where the superscripti refers to particles with a specific ve
locity v and bang timetb , or, in other words, a given spec
tral line from a particular shot. It is then found thatt1

i 5tD
i

2td
i /2 andt2

i 5tD
i 1td

i /2, wheretd
i 5d/(v i2vD) is the time to

traverse the sheath. Describing the electric field variat
with time as a polynomial,e0(t)5(n50

N antn, substituting
this in Eq.~A2!, and using the expressions fort1 andt2 gives

DEi

eZi
5v i (

n50

N
an

n11 F S tD
i 1

td
i

2 D n11

2S tD
i 2

td
i

2 D n11G . ~A4!

Although this provides a general expression relating
energy shift to particle velocities and bang times, it is mo
convenient to expressDE in terms of the target electrostat
potential. Sincee0(t) is assumed to be constant througho
the sheath, the potential at the center of the target is g
simply by f(t)5e0(t)d, or

f~ t !5 (
n50

N

bntn, ~A5!
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wherebn5and andN is the order of the polynomial. Multi-
plying out Eq.~A4! and using Eq.~A5! gives

DEi

eZi
5

v i

v i2vD
F (

n50

1

fn~ tD
i !1 (

n52

N

fn~ tD
i !~11Pn~e i !!G ,

~A6!

wherefn(tD)5bntD
n , e5td /tD , and

Pn~e!5 (
k53

n11
1

n11 S n11

k D ek21S 12~21!k

2k D .

This is the general expression relating the energy shif
the target potential. It can thus be seen that ife!1 then
Pn(e)!1 and Eq.~A6! can be simplified to

DEi

eZi
5

v i

v i2vD

f~ tD
i !. ~A7!

Importantly, if f(t) is linear @fn50 for n>2 in Eq.
~A6!# then Eq.~A7! is exact regardless of the value ofe.
This means that, even though the acceleration may oc
over some finite sheath width, the results are mathematic
equivalent to treating the acceleration as occurring over
infinitesimal sheath. In the studies reported in this paper,
inferredf(t) is given byf(t)51.621.6t10.4t2, indicating
that the function is in fact close to linear over the time inte
val covered by the data. This means that the assumption
d50 used in the analysis in Sec. IV A is valid. Note that th
also means the data cannot be used to infer anything a
the value ofd.

APPENDIX B: LINE BROADENING EFFECTS

The analysis in Sec. IV A focused on interpreting shi
of the spectral lines in terms of a decaying potential. T
presence of a decaying electrostatic potential might also
expected to cause a broadening of the spectral lines. In
ticular, the finite burn period means that similar particl
produced at different times would acquire different ener
shifts. Also, the kinematic broadening of the nascent ene
spectrum means that even particles produced at the s
time may have sufficient time-of-flight separation when th
reach the accelerating sheath to gain different energy sh
Both of these effects would make the line widths wider th
could be accounted for by Doppler broadening alone. In t
section, this extra broadening will be shown to be small.

In Fig. 14, the variance of the spectral width,Ds2, that
remains after subtraction of the DD-neutron-determin
Doppler contribution~the data in Table I already have instru
ment broadening removed! are indeed generally greater tha
zero.Ds2 is determined by subtracting the variance of t
Doppler width from that of the measured width. General
the line width measurements are better for the DD prot
and D3He alphas since the DD triton lines are perturbed
anomalous structure, and the lower dispersion makes pr
sion measurement of the D3He proton lines more difficult.
Measurement errors are;5% for the charged-particle spec
tral widths and the neutron spectral widths.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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To predict how much a decaying potential wou
broaden spectra, consider that typical burn periods for th
shots aret50.1 to 0.2 ns at FWHM. This would cause a
extra broadening ofDs/Z5(t/2.35)udf/dtu. Additional
broadening due to the time-of-flight dispersion of Doppl
shifted particles travelingD;2 mm is generally much
smaller and may be neglected. Assuming an average d
rate of udf/dtu50.8 MV/ns determined from Fig. 11 give
the predicted range of (Ds/Z)2 shown in Fig. 14 by the
dotted lines. This expected broadening is roughly consis
with measurements, especially those for the DD proto
though substantial scatter exists in the data.
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